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~ Published by St. Martin's Press

Guidance for *CROSSING BORDERS* ~ What will we need to KNOW?
HAVE? DO? or BE? to 'cross these borders' safely and with ease & grace?
This *Crossing Borders* Reading is usually done around May/June for the Taurus
Gate & New Moon. This is the *Mid-Point* between Spring Equinox and Summer
Solstice, bringing the time to decide what you’re going to invest further energy & resources
into. It is time to preserve what is strong & viable, and prune that which has lost its vitality.
It is time to tune in, harmonize and synchronize your rhythm with Nature's rhythm. All
Gates of Power represent an infinitely potent time, the midpoint or in-between place, also
referred to as the *Sweet Spot* - a very thin membrane between Seed and New Life ...
between Spring Equinox (seed) and Summer Solstice (new life).
And just like we invite the Invisible Assistance/Ancestors during the Scorpio Gate (Nov)
which honors Death (in the Life/Death/Life Cycle), we can now honor LIFE by inviting the
Elementals, Nature Spirits, Devas and the Plant Kingdom in to conscious collaboration,
honoring their teachings and sacrifices made to assist, feed & support life on this Planet in
ways humans may not always be capable or aware of.
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1 ~ INITIATION / Choose Goal or Focus ~TRANSFORMATION~
2 ~ GAUGE IMBALANCE / Too Much - Too Little ~PROJECTIONS~
3 ~ COMMIT / Accept - then Go for It ~TOTALITY~
4 ~ HONOR YOUR NATURE /Masculine & Feminine~POSSIBILITIES~
5 ~ NAVIGATING MULTI-DIMENSIONS/Easier Transitions ~HEALING~
6 ~ PRACTICE & PERFECT A RHYTHM / Integration ~MATURITY~
7 ~ BE NATURAL / Anchor & Own It ~BREAKTHROUGH~
8 ~ OUTCOME / Overview - Additional Insight ~SHARING~
9 ~ ABOVE / Outer/External/Worldly/Others/Public ~NEW VISION~
10 ~ BELOW / Inner/Internal/Personal/Self/Private ~PATIENCE~
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1 ~ INITIATION ... *Choose Goal or Focus*
~ What is the first thing I need to consider, as I clarify my goal/focus?

~ XIII ~ TRANSFORMATION ~
The central figure in this card sits atop the vast flower of the void, and holds
the symbols of transformation - the sword that cuts through illusion, the snake
that rejuvenates itself by shedding its skin, the broken chain of limitations, and
the yin/yang symbol of transcending duality. One of its hands rests on its lap,
open and receptive. The other reaches down to touch the mouth of a sleeping
face, symbolizing the silence that comes when we are at rest. This is a time for
a deep let-go. Allow any pain, sorrow, or difficulty just to be there, accepting
its "facticity." It is very much like the experience of Gautam Buddha when,
after years of seeking, he finally gave up, knowing there was nothing more
that he could do. That very night, he became enlightened. Transformation
comes, like death, in its own time. And, like death, it takes you from one
dimension into another.

2 ~ GAUGE IMBALANCE ... *Too Much - Too Little*
~ What is at the root of any excess or insufficiency blocking me at this time?

~ 7 of WATER ~ PROJECTIONS ~
The man and woman in this card are facing each other, yet they are not able to
see each other clearly. Each is projecting an image they have constructed in
their minds, covering the real face of the person they are looking at. All of us
can get caught up in projecting movies of our own making onto the situations
and people surrounding us. It happens when we are not fully aware of our own
expectations, desires and judgments; instead of taking responsibility for them
and owning them, we try to attribute them to others. A projection can be
devilish or divine, disturbing or comforting, but it is a projection nonetheless-a cloud that prevents us from seeing reality as it is. The only way out is to
recognize the game. When you find a judgment arising about another, turn it
around: Does what you see in others really belong to you? Is your vision clear,
or clouded by what you want to see?

3 ~ COMMIT ... *Accept - then Go for It*
~ Now that I'm clear & know what may throw me off, what supports me as I commit?

~ 5 of FIRE ~ TOTALITY ~
These three women are high in the air, playful and free, yet alert and
interdependent. In a trapeze act, nobody can afford to be a little bit "absent"
even for a split second. And it is this quality of total attentiveness to the
moment at hand that is represented here. We may feel there are too many
things to do at once, but get bogged down in trying to do a bit here, a bit there,
instead of taking one task at a time and getting on with it. Or perhaps we think
our task is "boring" because we've forgotten that it's not what you do but how
you do it that matters. Developing the knack of being total in responding to
whatever comes, as it comes, is one of the greatest gifts you can give yourself.
Taking one step thru life at a time, giving each step your complete attention
and energy, can bring a wondrous new vitality & creativity to all that you do.
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4 ~ HONOR YOUR NATURE ... *Masculine & Feminine*

~ How can I honor my true nature, while fortifying my less dominant nature?

~ 2 of FIRE ~ POSSIBILITIES ~
The eagle has an overview of all the possibilities contained in the landscape
below, as he flies freely, naturally and effortlessly through the sky. He is
really in his domain, very grand and self-contained. This card indicates that
you are at a point where a world of possibilities is open to you. Because you
have grown more loving towards yourself, more self-contained, you can work
easily with others. Because you are relaxed and at ease, you can recognize
possibilities as they present themselves, sometimes even before others can see
them. Because you are in tune with your own nature, you understand that
existence is providing you with exactly what you need. Enjoy the flight! And
celebrate all the varied wonders of the landscape spread before you.

5 ~ NAVIGATING MULTI-DIMENSIONS ... *Easier Transitions*
~ What do I need to have or understand that will facilitate easier transitions?

~ King of WATER ~ HEALING ~
It is a time when the deeply buried wounds of the past are coming to the
surface, ready and available to be healed. The figure in this card is naked,
vulnerable, open to the loving touch of existence. The aura around his body is
full of light, and the quality of relaxation, caring and love that surrounds him
is dissolving his struggle and suffering. Lotuses of light appear on his physical
body, and around the subtle energy bodies that healers say surround each of
us. In each of these subtle layers appears a healing crystal or pattern. When we
are under the healing influence of the King of Water we are no longer hiding
from ourselves or others. In this attitude of openness and acceptance we can
be healed, and help others also to be healthy and whole.

6 ~ PRACTICE & PERFECT A RHYTHM ... *Integration*
~ What is strong within me, that I simply need to activate & practice at this time?

~ Ace of RAINBOWS ~ MATURITY ~
This figure stands alone, silent and yet alert. The inner being is filled with
flowers--that carry the quality of springtime and regenerate wherever he goes.
This inner flowering and the wholeness that he feels affords the possibility of
unlimited movement. He can move in any direction--within and without it
makes no difference as his joy and maturity cannot be diminished by
externals. He has come to a time of centeredness and expansiveness--the
white glow around the figure is his protection and his light. All of life's
experiences have brought him to this time of perfection. When you draw this
card, know well this moment carries a gift--for hard work well done. Your
base is solid now and success and good fortune are yours for they are the
outcome of what has already been experienced within.
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7 ~ BE NATURAL ... *Anchor & Own It*
~What have I completely mastered, that can support me for the next 3-6 months?

~ XI ~ BREAKTHROUGH ~
The predominance of red in this card indicates at a glance that its subject is
energy, power and strength. The brilliant glow emanates from the solar
plexus, or center of power on the figure, and the posture is one of exuberance
and determination. All of us occasionally reach a point when "enough is
enough." At such times it seems we must do something, anything, even if it
later turns out to be a mistake, to throw off the burdens and restrictions that
are limiting us. If we don't, they threaten to suffocate and cripple our very life
energy itself. If you are now feeling that "enough is enough," allow yourself
to take the risk of shattering the old patterns and limitations that have kept
your energy from flowing. In doing so you will be amazed at the vitality and
empowerment this Breakthrough can bring to your life.

8 ~ OUTCOME ... *Overview - Additional Insight*
~ What will ultimately support me within and protect me without?

~ Queen of FIRE ~ SHARING ~
The Queen of Fire is so rich, so much a queen, that she can afford to give. It
doesn't even occur to her to take inventories or to put something aside for
later. She dispenses her treasures without limits, welcoming all and sundry to
partake of the abundance, fertility and light that surrounds her. When you
draw this card, it suggests that you too are in a situation where you have an
opportunity to share your love, your joy and your laughter. And in sharing,
you find that you feel even more full. There is no need to go anywhere or to
make any special effort. You find that you can enjoy sensuality without
possessiveness or attachment, can give birth to a child or to a new project with
an equal sense of creativity fulfilled. Everything around you seem to be
"coming together" now. Enjoy it, ground yourself in it, and let the abundance
in you and around you overflow.

9 ~ ABOVE ... *Outer/External/Worldly/Others/Public*
~ What will support me as I navigate in the world, with other people, in general?

~ XII ~ NEW VISION ~
The figure on this card is being born anew, emerging from his earthbound
roots and growing wings to fly into the unbounded. The geometric shapes
around the body of the figure show the many dimensions of life
simultaneously available to him. The square represents the physical, the
manifest, the known. The circle represents the unmanifest, the spirit, pure
space. And the triangle symbolizes the threefold nature of the universe:
manifest, unmanifest, and the human being who contains both. Now you are
presented with an opportunity to see life in all its dimensions, from the depths
to the heights. They exist together, and when we come to know from
experience that the dark and the difficult are needed as much as the light and
easy, then we begin to have a very different perspective on the world. By
allowing all of life's colors to penetrate us, we become more integrated.
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10 ~ BELOW ... *Inner/Internal/Personal/Self/Private*

~ What will support me as I navigate in private, or behind the scenes, in general?

~ 7 of RAINBOWS ~ PATIENCE ~
There are times when the only thing to do is to wait. The seed has been
planted, the child is growing in the womb, the oyster is coating the grain of
sand and making it into a pearl. This card reminds us that now is a time when
all that is required is to be simply alert, patient, waiting. The woman pictured
here is in just such an attitude. Contented, with no trace of anxiety, she is
simply waiting. Through all the phases of the moon passing overhead she
remains patient, so in tune with the rhythms of the moon that she has almost
become one with it. She knows it is a time to be passive, letting nature take its
course. But she is neither sleepy nor indifferent; she knows it is time to be
ready for something momentous. It is a time full of mystery, like the hours
just before the dawn. It is a time when the only thing to do is to wait.

BONUS:
The Chakra Meditation ~ We take a deep breath IN ... and a deep breath OUT ...
SPIRALING through the seven primary Chakras. Use the oxygen that you take-IN to carry
NEW sensuality, harmony, beauty & strength into every cell of your DNA and use the
carbon dioxide to carry stagnation, depression & famine *OUT* of every cell of your DNA.
Manifesting Current ~BREATHE IN~ BRING IN from pure thought into tangible form

1st Chakra ~Earth~ Beginning/Roots/Survival ~ RICH, EARTHLY GARDEN
2ndChakra ~Water~ Emotions/Sexuality/Creativity ~ PASSIONATE CREATIVITY
3rd Chakra ~Fire~ Personal Power/Will/Self-Esteem ~ AUTHENTIC POWER & STABILITY
4th Chakra ~Air~ Love/Unity/Breath ~ COURAGE & FAITH
5th Chakra ~Sound~ Your Voice/Communication ~ FOCUS & DEDICATION
6th Chakra ~Light~ Clairvoyance/Intuition/Imagination ~ DEEP REVERENCE FOR LIFE
7th Chakra ~Thought~ Wisdom/Understanding/Consciousness ~ UNLIMITED GRATITUDE
Liberating Current ~BREATHE OUT~ RELEASE from dense 3D back to pure consciousness

1st Chakra ~Earth~ Beginning/Roots/Survival ~ DEATH, DECAY & ROOT-ROT
2nd Chakra ~Water~Emotions/Sexuality/Creativity/Change~REPRESSION & SUPPRESSION
3rd Chakra ~Fire~ Personal Power/Will/Self-Esteem ~ SEEING ALL POWER AS OUTSIDE
4th Chakra ~Air~ Love/Unity/Breath ~ RIGIDITY & DEPRESSION
5th Chakra ~Sound~ Your Voice/Communication ~ SUFFERING IN SILENCE
6th Chakra ~Light~Clairvoyance/Intuition/Imagination~NARROW-MINDED RESTRICTIONS
7th Chakra ~Thought~Wisdom/Understanding/Consciousness~DISCONNECT FROM SOURCE
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